LUKE SHELLEY IN CONVERSATION
WITH NOELLA LOPEZ
Like an amateur naturalist, Shelley records and interprets the effects of time,
elements, the alchemy of found objects and seasonal changes. Like a

decommissioned international fleet left to rust in the dry dock, each object in
the Vessel Series has its own individual story. Items of varied forms, creators
and origin, all objects have finished their journey and have laid to rest in the
same place, partly buried in the mud of Caroline Bay. Descriptive of their
form, their nature and their story, the physicality of some of these found
objects such as a glass jar, a shark egg case or a seedpod are ‘Vessels’ for
the artist’s imagination. Find out more about Luke's new Vessel Series and
Enjoy!

You currently enjoy living on Caroline Bay, a beautiful, peaceful and inspiring
spot on the Brisbane waters estuary on the Central Coast. What does so
inspire you and your art in this area?
The sights and sounds of the waterway itself are a huge source of inspiration. We are
lucky to live right on the waters’ edge. Our apartment has water views from almost
every room, even from the kitchen sink! It can be very distracting. There is always
something happening on the water and the birdlife is extraordinary. I watch
oystercatchers forage in the shallows, cormorants stalking fish, black swans flying in
formation to feed on the weed banks, and the osprey soaring high hunting fish. I’ve
seen the waterway at times so calm that it looks like a mirror, and watched heavy rain
travelling like a wall towards us during storms. It’s such an inspiring place.
With your new series of artworks titled ‘Vessel’, you have chosen to represent
particular objects found on the foreshore of Caroline Bay and have selected
objects collected from the tide mark, tussled in seaweed, or snagged in roots
of the mangrove trees. What makes you decide to choose a particular object
over another?
The conservation of the waterway has always been a concern of mine, so I notice any
foreign objects, man-made and natural that has washed in with the tide. Our storm

water empties directly into Caroline Bay, which carries all sorts of objects from the
surrounding streets. From my understanding these drains have been emptying into
the system for a very long time, so there are plenty of ‘things’ to find in the bay. In an
attempt to see some small positive in this situation, I like to think of how some of the
‘objects’ become part of the system. For example, an old bottle becomes a home for a
crab, or a rotting piece of timber from a building site transforms into a hide for small
fish. The items selected for the ‘Vessel’ series, I feel, best represent this train of
thought.
How do you see your practice evolving? Tell us more about any
ideas/concepts you may be thinking of?
I really enjoy the process of collecting and creating studies of found objects; that will
always be part of my practice, however the inspiration I get from the environment is
vast. The more time I spend outdoors, the more my head fills with concepts to create
new work. Although the studies of found objects are very ‘correct’, my practice
involves a lot of experimentation. Currently I’m working on a drawing concept which
involves constructing ‘drawing machines’. It is similar to Cameron Robins’ wind
drawing apparatus, but my concept is constructed from bits of driftwood and objects
collected from the foreshore as opposed to scientific machines. The machines are
intended to record various elements, such as the movement of water, tide and wind. I
like to think of this concept as the environments’ opportunity to express itself within
my practice, rather than me expressing my personal experience of environment.
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS CONVERSATION, CLICK HERE

LUKE SHELLEY
Untitled Study (Seedpod 2)

Watercolour and Mixed Media - Vessel Series
Watercolour Pigment, Charcoal Pencil, Mixed Medium on Organic Material Stained 300gsm Watercolour Paper –
Framed - Approx. H35 cm x L30cm x D3cm - A$750

See More Artworks by Luke Shelley, CLICK HERE

JOSHUA PARRY
Interchange: A printmaking dialogue between Australia
and Thailand
Mosman Art Gallery - Sydney Saturday 9 May – Sunday 12 July 2015

This exhibition features thirty artists from Thailand and Australia, selected to
showcase the diversity of print as a contemporary art discipline. All artists work
within the traditions of printmaking such as etching, lithography, screen printing,
relief printing with many artists extending their work to create non-conventional
pieces with an emphasis on innovation.
The exhibition features artworks by Vernon Ah Kee, Alison Alder, Surya Bajracharya,

G W Bot, Opus Chomchuen, Elisabeth Cummings, Fiona Hall, Rew Hanks, Ingeborg
Hansen, Nicci Haynes, Kade Javanalikikorn, Michael Kempson, Vimonman
Khanthachavana, Sutee Kunavichayanont, Srijai Kuntawang, Yanawit Kunchaethong,
Ammarin Kuntawong, Alex Lewis, John Loane, Euan Macleod, Martha MacDonald
Napaltjarri, Amorntep Mahamart, Wittamon Niwattichai, Joshua Parry, Patsy Payne,
John Pratt, Ben Rak, Bernie Slater, Kitikong Tilokwattanotai, Adeel uz Zafar.
LINK To Exhibition Details

More Artworks by Joshua Parry, CLICK HERE

SAM HEYDT
Sinking Memories
Photograph – Forsaken, Not Forgotten Series - Edition 2/4 + 1 A/P (NFS) - C-Print - 90cm x 120cm - A$ 4400

Forsaken, Not Forgotten Series
"A constellation of abandoned homes are scattered unremittingly across the barren
land of the Icelandic countryside, where the impoverished stretch of arid terrain has
forced families forsaken their farms."
Sam Heydt 2014

These landscapes appear inhospitable, isolated and abandoned. Photographed in
Iceland one can imagine the likelihood of this being the case! However, there is more
to this apparent documentation of isolated empty houses in a beautiful unwelcoming
environment. It is as if the artist had chosen to remove all human traces from her
images, hiding the memories and the stories, emptying these houses of their essence
of a home, life, protection, leaving no trace of the memories that once occupied them.
The colours are bright almost enhanced; houses seem to have been positioned there
artificially as a make belief of potential life. They almost seem out of place. I can’t
help but wonder what is truly happening here.
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More Artworks by Sam Heydt, CLICK HERE
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TALK TO US

Link to Sydney Morning Herald's Article on this Topic, CLICK HERE
Link to Australian Tax Office, CLICK HERE
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